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Do you know what
happens next in your life

Yes
No

?

If you think you are sure what you are going to do
over the next decades - for example: where you will
work, how your family life will evolve, where you
will live - your life course could be considered as
„traditional“ or „institutionalized“.
If you got no idea, some researchers claim that this
is due to the individualization and the destandardization of our lives. In this view, no lives resemble each other and thus, it is hard or even
impossible to predict how they will unfold. In the
opinion of some scholars, this type of life course
has replaced the traditional one.

This PhD project focuses strongly on this much debated typology (Brückner
& Mayer, 2005) and asks, whether such a dichotomy could be found for
individuals born between 1907 and 1947 living in Switzerland or if the transformations that have taken place for those generations are much more
subtle and refined.

Data: Life calendars

Lives embedded in history
This thesis walks in the footsteps of Glen H. Elder and his book „Children of
the Great Depression“ (Elder, 1999) with the main difference that we will work
on the „Children of the Great Expansion“!
Keeping the idea of „The life course in time in place“ (as Elder writes in
Heinz & Marshall, 2003) this PhD aims to explore this connection between
generations of individuals, their social origin and how they have lived through
history – above all the particular period of history called the „Thirty Glorious
years“ - and the influence of the latter on their life courses.

The data for this project stem
from the Vivre-Leben-Vivere
(VLV) survey in which the
author participated in.
VLV is a cross-sectional survey,
interviewing about 4200 individuals aged 65 and older in five
Swiss cantons. The sampling
was randomized for each canton and the sample structure
was stratified by age and sex.

Research Question 1 : Life Courses
What are the main transformations of the life
courses over time for the interviewed generations?

During the two step interview
procedure, the participants have been asked to fill in a life
event history calendar, covering five dimensions of their life
(place, work-life, family-life,
health and nationality).

Are life courses becoming destandardized? Are there
specific groups of individuals whose life courses
evolved differently and who lived through the Glorious
Thirty differently?

These calendars require a tedious process of encoding and in-depth
critical analysis. However, they do enable the reconstruction of an individuals life course from birth to the year in which they were interviewed.

Research Question 2 : Social Mobility?

Method : Sequence analysis

Given that all of the interviewed generations
have lived though the Glorious Thirty Years,
did they all benefit from the economic
growth of that period ? How did macro
growth affect intra- and intergenerational
mobility ?

On a technical level, this PhD will mainly use sequence analysis for the
treatment of the longitudinal calendar data. Moreover, the analysis will
strongly rely on the TraMineR package for the R-Software which has in
fact been developed by Gilber Ritschard et al. (IP14 of LIVES) at the
University of Geneva (mephisto.unige.ch/traminer)

Was this period in history a time for flourishing carreers (Bühlmann,
2010) for everybody? And what about the marginal life sequences?
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